
গণজাতী বাংলােদশ সরকর
ম ও কমসংান মণালয়

কলকরখানা ও িতান পিরদশন অিধদর "সু িমক, েশাভন কমপিরেবশ;
গেড় তুলেব াট বাংলােদশ"

  

কাপ পযেবেণর তথ

করখানার নাম আর েট ফাশন িলঃ
িঠকনা 146, Satarkul Road, North Badda
করখানার েকড DHK476
কলার েকড

মূলায়েনর ধরণ:  ৈবুিতক মূলায়ন পযেবেণর তিরখ:  ০৩-০৪-২০২৩
১. পযেবণ



পিরদশন
পযেবণ

 The generator room smaller than the required size  The generator room is not
properly segregated from the rest of the occupancy  No detector in generator room 
No firefighting equipment is present in the generator room  No earthing  No over
current or earth fault protection provided

কাপ
আইেটম
কাটগির

১.১. কযম

কযম
 Produce design drawings to demonstrate the incorporation of fire rated enclosure
from floor to ceiling and an approved fire rated self-closing swing door for the
Generator room.  Provide firefighting equipment as required by the Guidelines. 
Provide over current and earth fault protection

সুপািরেশর
তথসূ
করখানার
কযম
অািধকর ৬ সাহ
চূড়া
সময়সীমা -

সংেশািধত
সময়সীমা ০১-০১-১৯৭০

অগিতর
অবা চলমান

মব

19/10/2020: 1. Factory hasn't produced fire separation design drawing yet. 2. Fire
fighting equipment was available in generator room. 3. Over current protection was
provided but earth fault protection was not provided. 04/01/2021: 1. Factory hasn't
produced fire separation design drawing yet. 2. Fire fighting equipment was
available in generator room. 3. Over current protection was provided but earth fault
protection was not provided. 07-09-2021: Factory hasn't produced fire separation
design drawing yet. Fire fighting equipment was available in generator room. Over
current protection was provided but earth fault protection was not provided. 03-
08-2022 visit observation: 1.Factory hasn't produced fire separation design drawing
yet. 2.Fire fighting equipment was available in generator room. 3.Over current
protection was provided but earth fault protection was not provided. 03.04.2023:
1.Factory hasn't produced fire separation design drawing yet. 2.Fire fighting
equipment was available in generator room. 3.Over current protection was provided
but earth fault protection was not provided.

 সংযুসমূহ (৪) 
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২. পযেবণ

পিরদশন
পযেবণ

 The generator room smaller than the required size  The generator room is not
properly segregated from the rest of the occupancy  No detector in generator room 
No firefighting equipment is present in the generator room  No earthing  No over
current or earth fault protection provided

কাপ
আইেটম
কাটগির

২.১. কযম

কযম  Provide fire rated enclosure from floor to P27.3 ceiling and an approved fire rated
selfclosing swing door for the Generator room  Install appropriate detectors.

সুপািরেশর
তথসূ
করখানার
কযম
অািধকর ৬ মাস
চূড়া
সময়সীমা -

সংেশািধত
সময়সীমা ০১-০১-১৯৭০

অগিতর
অবা র হয়িন

মব

19/10/2020: 1. fire rated enclosure and fire rated doors were not present in the
generator room. 2. Appropriate detectors have not been installed yet. 04/01/2021:
1. fire rated enclosure and fire rated doors were not present in the generator room.
2. Appropriate detectors have not been installed yet. 07-09-2021: Fire rated
enclosure and fire rated doors were not present in the generator room. Appropriate
detectors have not been installed yet. 03-08-2022 visit observation: 1.Fire rated
enclosure and fire rated doors were not present in the generator room.
2.Appropriate detectors have not been installed yet. 03.04.2023: 1.Fire rated
enclosure and fire rated doors were not present in the generator room.
2.Appropriate detectors have not been installed yet.

 সংযুসমূহ (২) 

    

৩. পযেবণ
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পিরদশন
পযেবণ

 The generator room smaller than the required size  The generator room is not
properly segregated from the rest of the occupancy  No detector in generator room 
No firefighting equipment is present in the generator room  No earthing  No over
current or earth fault protection provided

কাপ
আইেটম
কাটগির

৩.১. কযম

কযম  Ensure double earthing of generator frame
সুপািরেশর
তথসূ
করখানার
কযম
অািধকর েযাজ নয়
চূড়া
সময়সীমা -

সংেশািধত
সময়সীমা ০১-০১-১৯৭০

অগিতর
অবা র হয়িন

মব

19/10/2020: Double earthing of generator frame is not ensured. 04/01/2021:
Double earthing of generator frame has not been ensured yet. 07-09-2021:
Double earthing of generator frame has not been ensured yet. 03-08-2022 visit
observation: Double earthing of generator frame has not been ensured yet.
03.04.2023: Double earthing of generator frame has not been ensured yet.

 সংযুসমূহ (৩) 

       

৪. পযেবণ
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পিরদশন
পযেবণ

 No instruction for first aid to electrical shock  Cable ends not properly soldered or
crimped  Connection without lug  Undressed messy wire inside  Body & door not earthed
 No clear identification mark on distribution board  MDB/SDB/SB or MCB installed on the
wooden board

কাপ
আইেটম
কাটগির

৪.১. কযম

কযম  Provide earthing to body & door.  Provide clear identification mark on distribution
board.  Install MDB/SDB/SB or MCB on metal board.

সুপািরেশর
তথসূ
করখানার
কযম
অািধকর ৬ সাহ
চূড়া
সময়সীমা -

সংেশািধত
সময়সীমা ০১-০১-১৯৭০

অগিতর
অবা চলমান

মব

19/10/2020: 1. Door earthing was not found in any of the boards. Body earthing was
present in some of the boards. 2. Clear identification marks were not provided on any
of the boards. 3. Some of the switchboards were installed on wooden boards. All the
other boards were installed on metal boards. 04/01/2021: 1. Door earthing was not
found in most of the boards. Only one board has door earthing. Body earthing was
present in some of the boards. 2. Clear identification marks were not provided on any
of the boards. 3. Some of the switchboards were installed on wooden boards. All the
other boards were installed on metal boards. 07-09-2021: Door earthing was not
found in most of the boards. Only one board has door earthing. Body earthing was
present in some of the boards. Clear identification marks were not provided on any of
the boards. Some of the switchboards were installed on wooden boards. All the other
boards were installed on metal boards. 03-08-2022 visit observation: 1.Panel board &
door earthing were not found properly in distribution board. 2.Clear identification
marks were not found on distribution board. 3.Some of the switchboards were installed
on wooden boards. All the other boards were installed on metal boards. 03.04.2023:
1.Panel board & door earthing were not found properly in distribution board. 2.Clear
identification marks were not found on distribution board. 3.Some of the switchboards
were installed on wooden boards. All the other boards were installed on metal boards.

 সংযুসমূহ (৬) 
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৫. পযেবণ

পিরদশন
পযেবণ

 No instruction for first aid to electrical shock  Cable ends not properly soldered or
crimped  Connection without lug  Undressed messy wire inside  Body & door not
earthed  No clear identification mark on distribution board  MDB/SDB/SB or MCB
installed on the wooden board

কাপ
আইেটম
কাটগির

৫.১. কযম

কযম  Provide instructions for first aid from exposure to electrical shock  Ensure well-
dressed cabling with lugs

সুপািরেশর
তথসূ
করখানার
কযম
অািধকর েযাজ নয়
চূড়া
সময়সীমা -

সংেশািধত
সময়সীমা ০১-০১-১৯৭০

অগিতর
অবা র হয়িন

মব

19/10/2020: 1. Instructions for first aid from exposure to electrical shock were not
provided. 2. Cables were not well dressed. Cable looping was present in all the
boards. 04/01/2021: 1. Instructions for first aid from exposure to electrical shock
were not provided. 2. Cables were not well dressed. Cable looping was present in
all the boards. 07-09-2021: Instructions for first aid from exposure to electrical
shock were not provided. Cables were not well dressed. Cable looping was present
in all the boards. 03-08-2022 visit observation: 1.Instructions for first aid from
exposure to electrical shock were not found. 2.Cables were not well dressed.
3.Cable looping were found. 03.04.2023: 1.Instructions for first aid from exposure
to electrical shock were not found. 2.Cables were not well dressed. 3.Cable looping
were found.

 সংযুসমূহ (৬) 

         

      

৬. পযেবণ
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পিরদশন
পযেবণ

 Electric cables do not pass through service shaft or insulated conduits  Connections
without lug  Undressed messy wiring/cables  Cable ends not properly soldered or
crimped

কাপ
আইেটম
কাটগির

৬.১. কযম

কযম  Provide service ducts or insulated conduits  Ensure secured connections with lug
 Replace undressed messy wiring/cables  Properly solder cable ends

সুপািরেশর
তথসূ
করখানার
কযম
অািধকর ৬ সাহ
চূড়া
সময়সীমা -

সংেশািধত
সময়সীমা ০১-০১-১৯৭০

অগিতর
অবা চলমান

মব

19/10/2020: 1. Service ducts or insulated conduits were not provided for most of
the cables. 2. Secured connections with lugs were provided for most of the wires.
3. Undressed messy wirings were found. 4. Cable ends were not properly soldered.
04/01/2021: 1. Service ducts or insulated conduits were not provided for most of
the cables. 2. Secured connections with lugs were provided for most of the wires.
3. undressed messy wirings were found. 4. cable ends were not properly soldered.
07-09-2021: Service ducts or insulated conduits were not provided for most of the
cables. Secured connections with lugs were provided for most of the wires.
Undressed messy wirings were found. Cable ends were not properly soldered. 03-
08-2022 visit observation: 1. Service ducts or insulated conduits were not
provided. 2. Secured connections with lugs were found. 3. Undressed messy
wiring/cable were found. 4. Cable ends were not properly soldered. 03.04.2023: 1.
Service duct or insulated service cable were not provided 2. Connection found with
out lug. 3. Undress messy waring cable was found during visit. 4. Cable end were
not properly soldered.

 সংযুসমূহ (৬) 

         

      

৭. পযেবণ
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পিরদশন
পযেবণ  Lightning protection system not available

কাপ
আইেটম
কাটগির

৭.১. কযম

কযম  Provide appropriate Lightning protection system.
সুপািরেশর
তথসূ
করখানার
কযম
অািধকর ৬ মাস
চূড়া
সময়সীমা -

সংেশািধত
সময়সীমা ০১-০১-১৯৭০

অগিতর
অবা চলমান

মব

19/10/2020: Factory has provided Lightning protection system design to DIFE for
approval. 04/01/2021: Factory has provided Lightning protection system design to
DIFE for approval. 07-09-2021: Factory has provided Lightning protection system
design to DIFE for approval. 03-08-2022 visit observation: LPS Drawing approved
by DIFE. Factory not yet installed LPS system. 03.04.2023: LPS design approved by
DIFE at 58th task force, but factory not installation work yet.

 সংযুসমূহ (৪) 
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